nations, French and English, in addition to our two native nations, Indian and Inuit, but also by people from all countries in the world who have largely maintained their ethnic identities. Unlike the United States, they were never assimilated in a 'melting pot' in order to emerge with an aggressive and unmistakable common identity. Further, Canada has never experienced a revolution, as did the United States, which broke with the past and established a new country absolutely convinced that in the eyes of God its manifest destiny is to rule the world. As Frye observed, Canada 'went from a prenational phase to a postnational phase without ever quite becoming a nation' (WGS, 188) . The consequence is that we now find ourselves without any sure sense of who we are: politically split ' by a separatist movement, economically bound with the United States and soon with Mexico, socially fragmented into many regional solitudes, and psychologically torn with guilt by the sufferings of our Native Peoples. To awaken us from this nightmare, we have turned to our creative writers and artists -whether poets, novelists, painters, musicians, filmmakers, dramatists, philosophers, scientists, or literary critics such as Frye -to define by their writings and activities, and to assert by their presence, what it is to be a Canadian.
In a review of A.J.M. Smith's The Book of Canadwn Poetry in 1943 -a review which he believed initiated his critical career -Frye protested that 'a great deal of useless yammering has been concerned with the "truly Canadian" qualities of our literature, and one's first instinct is to avoid the whole question ' (BG, 131) . That instinct was informed by his belief that culture is the product of a region rather than a country. Much later, in referring to that review, he said: 'ever since then I have been very deeply aware of the kind of soil that I am rooted in and of the impossibility of my having developed as I did under any formative conditions other than those which I encountered in southern Ontario' ('The Critic,' 6). More specifically, the region that nourished Frye as a critic was Toronto; and even more specifically, Victoria College, which was his spiritual home. As he went on to explain in his review· of Smith's book, however, his second instinct was not to avoid the question of the 'truly Canadian,' for he adds: 'no one who knows the country will deny that there is something, sayan attitude of mind, distinctively Canadian ' (BG, 131) . The attitude of Frye's mind as it makes him a 'distinctively Canadian' critic is our present concern.
It is generally acknowledged that by virtue of being born we are thrown into a world not of our choosing, and into a society whose values and beliefs we inherit as personally as we do our genes. As Frye writes in Divisions on a Ground, 'we belong to something before we are anything, and the individual grows out of the group, not the other way round' (DG, . Recently it has been argued more strongly -far too strongly -that we are .the product of a particular, historically specific culture within which we are embedded, and which exercises its inescapable hegemony over us. Although we may be born of one race, colour, gender, class, or religion rather than another, there is no essential or autonomdUS individual self somehow hidden within us: we are not only influenced by our culture but inescapably determined by it. As this social contract is expressed by Frye:
Society precedes the individual, who is born involuntarily into it, and is forced to accept the heritage of a mental and bodily conditioning which he can alter only within strictly prescribed limits ... He will be, in short, his own society appearing once again in a sort of monad of consciousness. (RW, 209) If cui hIre, as Heidegger said of language, speaks through us, how does Canadian culture speak through Frye? and does he 'alter' it?
While still in the formative stage of his career, Frye was made aware of his own cu1hIral conditioning by two writers. The first was Oswald Spengler, whose Decline of the West he read with enonnous enthusiasm. For Spengler, culture inscribes its characteristics on everyone born within it: everything they do expresses its essential nature. Each part of a culture interpenetrates every other part, and therefore may be identified both with it and with the whole. This concept of the organic wholeness of Western culture informs Frye's major critical concept: that the 'mythological universe' in which we live provides a common identity for all literary works and roots them in a specific society and at a specific stage of its culture. Frye owes to Spengler his claim that 'nobody can create, think or even act outside the mythology of his time' (DG, 185)1 and that 'we are free, up to a point, to shape our beliefs; what we are clearly not free to do is to alter what is really a part of our cultural genetic code ' (C&R, 4) . Armed with Spengler's encyclopedic vision of Western culture, Frye became a cultural critic whose writings map the 'cultural genetic code' in literary works as they form an order of words.
The second writer who made Frye aware of his cultural conditioning was William Blake, from whom, as he acknowledged, 'I've learned everything I know ' (WGS, 285) . That influence may be traced proleptically to a much earlier period in his life, and helps to explain his remark that 'everything I write I consider autobiography, although nobody else would' (DE, 211) .
In a 1985 interview, Frye said: 'I was brought up in a middle-class, non-conformist environment. I have been more or less writing footnotes to the assumptions I acquired at the age of three or so ever since' (WGS, 269). He was brought up by his grandparents, and because of his grandfather he was attracted to the ministry, 'simply because that was the central sort of cultural symbol'; nevertheless, he came to identify his grandfather 'with Blake's Thunder God with a beard in the sky and reactionary political views' (WGS, 218, 328) . This conflicting response resulted from his reading of Blake:
I had a rather intensively religious upbringing and thought of becoming a clergyman -which ix\ fact I did do. But when I went to college I realized that my vocation was for university teaching. As an undergraduate I discovered Blake, which of course was exactly the right discovery for me at that point. He had all the religious -almost evangelical -pre-suppositions with which I had been brought up, but he turned them inside out in a way that made complete sense to me. What really interested me about him was his demonstration that the old man in the sky was actually Satan rather than God and that, consequently, anything that had to do with tyranny and repression in human life was Satanic and that there was no religion worth a second glance that hadn't to do with the emancipation of man. (DE, He had discovered Blake because of a sudden visionary moment, the first of several that shaped his life. 1 When he was about fifteen, walking to high school in Moncton, 'just suddenly that whole shitty and smelly garment (of fundamentaHst teaching I had all my life) just dropped off into the sewers and stayed there' (Ayre, 44 In Methodism, even of the episcopal variety to which my family belonged, there was an emphasis on religiOUS experience as distinct from doctrine and on very early exposure to the story element in the Bible. Such a conditioning may have helped to propel me in the direction of a literary criticism that has kept revolving around the Bible, not as a source of doctrine but as a source of story and vision. (DV, 3) The Methodist reading of the Bible as a source of story and vision gavehim his major critical interest in myths or stories as they form a mytholo-gical universe within the framework of the Bible. As he acknowledged in 1979, the relation of the Bible to literature 'seems to be the sort of thing I have been ... revolving around all my life ' (WGS, 208) . He explained further that Methodism's emphasis on the quality of experience is 'one reason why I've always tended to think in terms of, first, a myth that repea ts itself over and over again through time, and, second, the experience which is the response to it' (Cayley, 40) . It accounts also for the strong visionary element in his criti' cism: his obsessive effort to make readers see. What he calls the 'very strong evangelical religious streak' in his family (WGS, encouraged his 'evangelical attitude' (SM, 18) to the teaching of literature.
While Frye's Methodist background, and his reaction against it, reveal some of his distinctiveness as a Canadian critic, a much stronger claim may be made for the United Church of Canada. He refers to that Church as 'the religion I was closest to' (Cayley, 139) , and was grateful for its 'nonconformist nature ... [which) admits a certain amount of flexibility' (WGS, 244) in accommodating him. It is sufficiently flexible for a reviewer of The Great Code to assume that Frye was an 'ex-Christian,' which drew from him the indignant response: 'the United Church of Canada, of which I am an ordained clergyman, would be surprised to hear that I am an exChristian' (WGS, 281 ). Yet he spoke of himself, jocularly but accurately, as 'a United Church plainclothesman,' by which he meant that he was more a 'fully active member of the congregation' than of the church (Cayley, 185, 186 ).-
The United Church's strong involvement with human problems sanctioned Frye's strong emphasis on Jiterature's social context; its ecumenicalism encouraged his frequently stated recognition that there is only one human race; and its social conscience supported his final message as a critic, namely that society's primary concerns have now become even more primary because they involve our environment: drinkable water, breathable air, and liveable land, which we share with all human beings and an other living species because we share their identity. It is entirely fitting that in his last book, The Double Vision, he speaks as a United Church clergyman to a largely United Church audience. As he explained to Cayley (139) , that church's connection with Victoria College helped to keep him there throughout his academic career.
Yet one must allow that whatever importance may be given to Frye's religious background, and however specifically Canadian it may be, his distinctiveness as a Canadian critic may not be found only here. A country is defined first of all by its land, and the nature of the land is determined by its size and geographical location. When Frye was asked, 'Is there is such a thing as "Canadianism" in our literature?' he replied No: 'there are a number of poets working within a specific environment with a specific kind of historical background.' Yet he went on to allow that 'insofar as Canada is a distinctive environment, with dimensions both in time and space, that is, in both history and geography, it does present certain unique qualities' (WGS, 217).
Canada's history and its geography need to be considered in order to learn if Frye's criticism shared any of its 'unique qualities.' His remark, 'I have always remained in Canada, and perhaps the influences of the Canadian environment have played a significant role in my life' (SM, 23) , returns us to our central concern: what is that role? and how is it significant?
The first and most distinguishing fact about the land of Canada is that there is so much of it; the second is its emptiness, as a result of which the country remains largely unknown ..:. unknown even to most Canadians. Except for the thin strip along the border with the United States where most Canadians live, and a few northerly cities, there is only wilderness punctuated by isolated mining towns and scattered communities of our Native Peoples. The third fact is its geographical location, which determines its rugged, character-forming climate.
Frye, who was very much an urban person, has recorded the impact on him of what he has called our 'terrifying climate':
When all the intelligence, morality, reverence and simian cunning of man confronts a sphinx-like riddle of the indefinite like the Canadian winter, the man seems as helpless as a trapped mink and as lonely as a loon. His thrifty little heaps of civilized values look pitiful besid~ nature's apparently meaningless power to waste and destroy on a superhuman scale, and such a nature suggests an equally ruthless and subconscious God, or else no God. (BG, 138) Its vastness, emptiness, and coldness make it appear alien; and the frightening loneliness it inspires suggests that human beings have no place in it:
It is a country in which nature makes a direct impression on the artist's mind, an impression of its primeval lawlessness and moral nihilism, its indifference to the supreme value placed on life within human society, its faceless, mindless unconsciousness, which fosters life without benevolence and destroys it without malice. (BG, 146) This strongly felt, strongly personal response to the Canadian environment may be expected from an introverted boy who grew up in the relatively harsh climate of New Brunswick, and who in his early student days in Toronto lacked the money to buy warm clothes.
Also as may be expected from one with Frye's poetic temperament, his response to the landscape was mediated through the arts. First, painting: Ayre has noted Frye's very early enthusiasm for the paintings of the Group of Seven (59); and in the television documentary, Jou'rney without Arrival, Frye praises the Group along with Emily Carr as 'among the first to try to paint what threatened us all -the reality of our geography.' Second, and much later though more powerfully, Canadian poetry. In a 1973 review of an exhibition of Canadian painting at the Elvehjem Art Center, University of Wisconsin, Frye notes that in the painting, but much more in earlier Canadian poetry, 'there is the sense of being completely surrounded by an indifference or a hostility that may take the form of human enemies, predatory animals, or of a desperately cold winter' (R W, 60). In a later interview, he acknowledges that Ilargely through my work on Canadian literature, I've become more and more impressed with the baroque hostility to nature as something mindless' (WGS, 250) .
Chiefly, I suspect, Frye's response to the landscape was mediated through the Bible. He describes the 'unforgettable and intimidating experience' of a traveller who enters ~anada by ship through the Gulf of St Lawrence 'like a tiny Jonah entering an enormous whale' (BG, 10) . Biblical imagery rather than any knowledge of Canadian geography determines this statement, for he goes on to describe how the ship 'drifts up a vast waterway that reaches back past Edmonton.' (Elsewhere Frye refers to the St Lawrence as the 'end of a chain of rivers and lakes that starts in the Rockies,' as though there were no Continental Divide; and to the Mackenzie River, with its mean discharge of nearly ten thousand cubic metres per second, as 'pouring slightly into the Arctic Ocean' [DG, 58, 59] .) His reference to the sense in Canada 'of being imprisoned in the belly of a mindless emptiness ... at its bleakest and most uncompromising,' and to 'the leviathan of Canadian nature' ('Haunted,' 38, 41) combines biblical images of Jonah and the Book of Job to render Canada as the fallen world.
According , to Frye, Canada's 'huge, unthinking, menacing, and formidable physical setting' led writers to adopt a 'garrison mentality' to defend themselves against it, with the consequence that 'everything that is central in Canadian writing seems to be marked by the imminence of the natural world' (BG, 225, 247) . Whatever the validity of his argument about Canadian literature, clearly the Canadian environment had an imaginative impact on him that he claimed it had on writers.
In the 1965 Conclusion to The Literary History of Canadil, Frye writes tha t 'Canadian senSibility has been profoundly disturbed, not so much by our famous problem of identity, important as that is, as by a series of paradoxes in what confronts that identity. It is less perplexed by the question ''Who am I?"than by some such riddle as IIWhere is here?'" (BG, 220) . The strong religious conviction acquired from his Methodist childhood, that for human beings alone the natural world is abhorrently unnatural, led him to argue almost obsessively that it is only idolatrous to try to find numinous presences in nature. Yet the Romantic poets, who first inte-rested him through Blake, show a strong desire for communion with nature, and their desire lies behind Frye's major critical interest in myth and metaphor in which the human and the non-human are identified.
The Romantic poets' communion with the garden that constitutes the English landscape was denied to Canadian writers: their alien environment challenged them to create an imaginative world constructed out of human concerns and anxieties as the only one with which they could identify. It also challenged Frye to show how this imaginative world provides an envelope or insulation between ourselves and external nature, a 'symbolic universe' or higher level of nature on which we prefer to live. In Divisions on a Ground, he writes: 'I have spent most of my professional life studying one aspect of the way man constructs the world he lives in; the aspect I call a mythology, the building of worlds out of words' (DG, 185). There is a special urgency in his argument because the claim that 'man never lives directly in nature: he lives inside the construct of cuIhlre or civilization' ('Criticism and Environment,' 15) is not true for many Canadians who are forced to live all too directly in nature, and without any of the cultural constructs enjoyed (by some) in the major cities.
In noting 'the sheer size of the country as an imaginative challenge' to writers, Frye notes also that he found in them the sense 'of probing into the distance' (WGS, 251). Elsewhere he attributes the sense 'of fixing the eyes on the skyline, [as] something that Canadian sensibility has inherited from the voyageurs' (BG, 222) . What he finds characteristic of Canadian writers is characteristic of his own criticism, specifically, his persistent effort to gain perspective not just on a particular literary work, which has been the business of critics since Aristotle, or on the literary works of a particular period or country, which has been the business of literary historians, but on nothing less than the whole of literature. 'There would be nothing distinctive in Canadian culture at all,' he writes in The Bush Garden, 'if there were not some feeling for the immense searching distance, with the lines of communication extended to the absolute limit, which is a primary geographical fact about Canada and has no real counterpart elsewhere' (BG, 10). What he calls 'a primary geographical fact' is a primary critical fact about his criticism: his imagination was stretched to the absolute limit by his effort, which is uniquely Canadian if only because no other critic of any country has attempted it, to map literature as a whole by showing how all literary works may be organized into a total schematic order or one body of literature, what he calls 'an order of words.' As Margaret Atwood has observed, Frye's interconnected system is a Canadian reaction to a Canadian situation:
Stranded in the midst of a vast space which nobody has made sense out of for you, you settle down to map-making, charting the territory, the discovery of where things are in relation to each other, the extraction of meaning. The poets were doing it with their own times and spaces, Frye was doing it within literature as a whole. (405) Not content to show how literature forms a literary universe, Frye relates it to all other uses of words within a verbal universe, and in his final books he shows how literature as an order of words within a verbal universe forms a secular scripture parallel to sacred· scripture.
The Canadian sensibility displayed in the desire to probe into the distance is evident also in Frye's compulsive desire to communicate, not only by the usual means of writing and teaching but by lecturing to audiences around the world. In the context of discussing the influence of the Canadian environment on writers, he adds: 'I began to understand the extent to which this almost one-dimensional country has been preoccupied with communications of all kinds.' After noting an interest in the totality of communication by Harold Innis and Marshall McLuhan, he notes that 'a similar sense of the unity of communication has affected me, and has had a good deal to do with what I have called my evangelical attitude to the teaching of literature' (SM, 24). The Canadian environment, then, made Frye a circuit-rider like his grandfather, possibly even more evangelical in his obsessive desire to spread the word, but with this difference: he travelled by jet rather than by horse, throughout the world rather than to the towns around Moncton, preaching the Bible and literature.
The land that has shaped the Canadian sensibility, including Frye's, has been shaped by its history. Accordingly, we need to consider how that history has shaped Frye's criticism. The immediate historical context of his criticism is important: he has noted that he wrote Fearful Symmetry 'with the horror of Nazism just directly in front of it all the time,' and that he was writing 'the most fruitful part' of the Anatomy together with his articles on education and the universities 'in that period of hope between 1945 and 1950' (Salusinszky, 41) . However, our interest here is in Frye's understanding of the larger history of Canada as it explains his distinctiveness as a Canadian critic.
The chief fact about Canada's history, in entire contrast to its land, is that there is so little of it, and certainly no traumatic history such as most countries have experienced. Canada may be 'haunted by lack of ghosts' -the title of one of Frye's essays on Canadian poetry -but neither is it haunted by them. Except for its arts, science, and medicine, not much happens in Canada to interest the rest of the world.
Another fact about Canada's history, offered by Frye, is that in political and economic tenns the country has always been a colony, first of Great Britain and then of the United States: 'Canada is today almost the only country in the world which is a pure colony, a colony psychologically as well as economically ' (DG, 145) . It has been allowed to remain in that state because it does not attract predators except for its natural resources -some of which, fortunately} cannot be hijacked -and because, unlike the United States, it has never gone through a revolution:
The United States, being founded on a revolution and a written constitution, has introduced a deductive or a priori pattern_ into its cultural life that tends to define an American way of life and mark it off from anti-American heresies. Canada, having a seat on the sidelines of the American Revolution, adheres more to the inductive and the expedient. The Canadian genius for compromise is reflected in the existence of Canada itself. (BC, As I suspect Frye was aware, this statement describes his critical method.
Frye's criticism is deliberately inductive, as he explains in the opening pages of Anatomy of Criticism. Instead of proceeding deductively from established critical principles by which to interpret a literary work, he proceeds inductively. From a wide reading of literature, not limited by any preconceptions or value-judgments, he infers from literature itself critical principles which he offers only as hypotheses to be tested by further reading. Even in setting up a literary tradition through an anatomy of literature gained by his anatomy of criticism, he was expressing the Canadian sensibility distinct from the American~ as he indicates in noting that 'a revolutionary habit of mind, being founded on the sense of a crucial break in time at some point ... has a hostility to continuous tradition built into it' (DG, 171). The term 'Tory radicaV which he applies to Canadians in their history, applies to his own critical temper, as displayed in his synoptic view of literary criticism. All his writings provide a comprehensive view of the subject at hand, one that never subverts or excludes but always seeks compromise and interconnectedness. If the terms were shorn of any political import, he may be called a distinctively Canadian critic in being at once both profoundly conservative and profoundly radical. Since Canada among world powers is a relatively weak and fragmented country whose scattered people have never been unified by a revolution into one nation, it has remained fragile throughout its history, suffering perpetual crises but somehow still surviving. Its history made Frye acutely aware that 'what appears to be real society is not real society at all, but only the transient appearan~e of society' (DG~ 148). For him, the real society that constitutes Canada is found in its culture, which can alOlle unify the country. In his study of that culture, one of bis key concepts is 'interpenetration,' which he defines as 'the interrelating of different subjects in a way that preserves their own autonomy, instead of subordinating them to some grandiose program of mental imperialism' (SM~ x). The specifically Canadian basis of this concept emerges if it is rendered in political terms: 'the interrelating of different provinces in a way that preserves their own autonomy, instead of subordinating them to some grandiose program of federal imperialism.' If our argument is correct, that Frye is a distinctively Canadian critic, it is not fortuitous that we have here the best possible definition of a renewed Canadian federalism.
No special virtue is being attributed to Canadians for what is thrust on them by their geography and history by claiming that because they exist precariously on the margins of the world's major imperialistic power, necessarily they have acquired an interest in what happens elsewhere. As Frye notes in Divisions on a Ground: 'Canadians are conditioned from infancy to think of themselves as citizens of a country of uncertain identity, a confusing past, and a hazardous future' (DG, 57) . Accordingly, to answer the riddle he proposed -'Where is here?' -one may adapt Gertrude Stein's remark about California -'there's no there there' -and say that in Canada, there's no here here: it's always there. By not unduly turning inward to their own nation, Canadians have shown a compassionate, unselfish interest in other nations, especially those needing assistance.
Frye has remarked that one 'is not a real individual until his energy flows freely into his social relations' (SM, 39); and such relations begin with a sense of the community to which one belongs and only then extends to the nation. For him, 'the tension between [the] political sense of unity and the imaginative sense of locality is the essence of whatever the word "Canadian" means' (BG, iii). When he was asked, 'How do you think the Canadian environment has influenced what you have done as a critic?' he answered that it made him 'less anonymous': 'in Canada there's a small enough community responding to you -I'm thinking roughly of the cultured, intellectual community -so that you do get known as a person, or at any rate identified as a person' (Cayley, 123) . Precisely because that community was first local, then regional, and only then national, he was empowered to speak personally to an audience that potentially includes all humanity. There is a connection, then, between Frye's sense of what Canada in its history has become -or rather in its precariousness failed to becomeand his compensatory effort as a literary critic to show how archetypal images rooted in the general hwnan psyche organize literary works into a body of literature. That connection explains his effort to fashion literary criticism into a body of knowledge, to relate the various arts through frameworks of various kinds, and to catalogue the many kinds of cultural activities. It is characteristic of him as a Canadian critic to urge that literature train the imagination not only to improve Canadian society or even Western culture but 'to fight for the sanity and the dignity of mankind ' (55, 105) . For him, as for Milton, 'the recovery of identity is not the feeling that I am myself and not another, but the realization that there is only one man, one mind, and one world, and that all walls of partition have been broken down forever ' (RE, 143) .
Every society chooses its cultural heroes as 'role models/ and Canada needs many men and women of various races to express its multiculturalism, for the reason that Frye gave: 'Canada must now preserve its identity by having many identities' ('Cultural,' 7). If he became such a hero, Canadians would find in him what he found in major writers, especially in Blake: 'readers can grow up inside their work without ever being aware of a circumference ' (55,278) . His role would certainly not be that of master to a disciple because he rarely expresses his own beliefs; instead he tells us what we have always known but have forgotten: that we rightly belong to a society which in its respect for human dignity upholds liberty, equality, and fraternity for everyone. His influence would not be dominating but only liberating if our national psyche were to accept his conservative radicalism, tolerance, geniality, humanity, generosity of spirit, and entirely non-doctrinaire religious sensibility. We would become better citizens if we were exposed. to his mind with its constantly expanding mental horizons, its comprehensive and imaginative vision of the total human condition.
I agree with Geoffrey Hartman that, since Frye is a critic of international stature, it would be only reductive to consider him as 'a Canadian summing up Canadian experience' (109). Yet Frye has done just that; moreover, he gained such stature -for several decades, he was the only living critic with a world-wide popularity -because of his roots in Canada. As he acknowledged in 1989, two years before his death:
The longer I've lived the more I realize that I belong in a certain context. Just as a plant grows in the soil, I am in a Canadian context. The more completely I am that, I think the more I am acceptable to others. (Cayley, 215) Living and writing in a vast but largely empty country with a rugged climate, one in which momentous events fortunately happen elsewhere, made him turn to the imaginative world of culture through which, as a detached but concerned observer, he could identify himself with the general human condition. .
In The Modern Century, Frye writes most memorably that 'the Canada to which we really do owe loyalty is the Canada that we have failed to create ... our identity, like the real identity of all nations, is the one that we have failed to achieve. It is expressed in our culture, but not attained in our life' (MC, . For him, the larger task of future criticism is 'to realize that our culture adjoins every other culture in time and space, to become aware of our particular cultural conditioning, and then to help in the fight against the passivity and paralysis of will that block up creative
